
Halakha

The 33rd or the 34th Day of the

'Omer?

Sephardim do not permit hair cutting and

listening to music till the 34th day of the 'Omer.

(It should be noted that according to the Ari z"l,

hair cutting should not be done till the morning

of the eve of Shabu'oth). Ashkenazim have

varying customs, but all Ashkenazim permit

music and hair cutting on Lagh La'Omer (the

33rd day of the 'Omer).

Sephardim, therefore, should read the

Tiqqun for Lagh La'Omer for Ribbi Shim'on Bar

Yo¥ai and have a Se'udah (festive meal) and

sing the various Shba¥oth (Pizmonim), but

without musical instruments, live or recorded.

Ashkenazim hold weddings on Lagh

La'Omer. While some Sephardim postpone

weddings till the 34th day of the 'Omer, since, as

the Ben Ish ¡ai states in the Ora¥ ¡ayyim

Haggadah, they are permitted from the 33rd day

on, Sephardim may hold weddings on any day

from and including Lagh La'Omer itself.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 493:1-2. Haggadah Ora¥ ¡ayyim, 'Inyan ¡ol

Hamo'ed,Oth 25 & 27)

Aboth

Pirqei Aboth 4: the Dangers of Jealousy

mlerd on mc`d z` oi`iven ceakde de`zde d`pwd Jealousy,

desire and honor, take a man out of the world.

Jealousy is when someone is jealous of another who

has more wealth than he has. Such jealousy knows no

bounds, because even if a person acquires the same riches

as the person he was jealous of, he will then desire to have

what an even richer person has. There is no end to it. 

Desire means that a person is not jealous of another,

but just desires more and more. Here too, there is no limit.

Both of these traits affect the health of a person, and that is

how they cause him to leave the world.

There is a story about a jealous person and another

who constantly desired more, who were walking together and

got into an argument. G-d sent them an angel who said to

them, "Don't fight. Just ask for what you want and it shall be

given to you. The first will get whatever he asks for and the

other will receive double". Of course, neither one of them

wanted to be first, since their nature made them desirous to

have double. In the end, the jealous one went first. And what

was his request? He said, "I wish to be blinded in one eye".

We see how bad these character traits are, that a

person is even willing to harm himself so that his friend will

not have more than he has.

(See 'A¿ereth Ra¥el, Pirqei Aboth 4:6)
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If One Counted the Wrong Number of the 'Omer

As the count of the 'Omer gets more advanced, people tend to have more trouble remembering what

the count for each day is. If someone recites the Berakha (blessing) and counts the wrong amount, he has

obviously not fulfilled his obligation. If, however, he realizes later that night that he counted incorrectly, he says

the Berakha and counts again with the proper count.

If he does not realize till the next day, he should count correctly then without a Berakha and from the

upcoming night he can count again with a Berakha. Since counting incorrectly, is considered as if one did not

count at all, if one only realized one's mistake the following night, one cannot count with a Berakha anymore

that year.

If one counted the correct amount of days but got confused and erred with the number of weeks, one

continues to count on subsequent nights with a Berakha. It should be noted that counting the 'Omer in one's

mind has no effect. If someone counted the 'Omer correctly or incorrectly in his mind but did not say the

words, it is as if he did not count at all.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 489, Oth 22, 23, 87)

Sleeping on One's Sides at Night

A man should sleep on his left side during the first part of the night, so that the left part of his body is

down and his right side is up. After midnight, he turns over and sleeps on his right. This is of major assistance

in nullifying the Ko¥oth ¡i£oniyim (external forces). In addition, sleeping on the left for the first part of the

night, is said to aid digestion.

Since these reasons apply equally to men and women, it is preferable for women to also lie on their

sides at night. Men, however, have additional reasons which apply to them, apart from the two mentioned

above, and are, therefore, forbidden to sleep either on their backs or their stomachs, but must sleep on their

sides.

(See Rambam Hilkhoth De'oth 4:5. Kaf Ha¥ayyim 238, Oth 11. Mishnah Berurah 239:6. Pele Yo’e£, Yamin)



Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

What We Can Learn from Water, Part 2

Fire and water both have destructive characteristics, when left unchecked. While fire can be put out with

water, earth and other elements, water, in its destructive form, cannot be controlled. Water can destroy cities,

change the geographic appearance of nature and has an awesome power, which is greater than that of fire.

The reason is that the natural inclination of fire is to go upward. Water, on the other hand, always goes

to the lowest possible level. Because fire tends to go upward, it will eventually fall. Water, on the other hand,

draws its strength from its natural tendency to go downward.

A powerful lesson that we can extrapolate from the tendencies of these two entities, fire and water, is

that the quality we should all strive to acquire and develop is humility. It is the foundation for all the good

qualities we may wish to master. It may well go against popular ideas and common philosophy, however, the

more humble a person is, the stronger and more powerful he will become.

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h, expounds on this point saying, that the evil inclination is likened to fire

too. It constantly steps outside its boundaries, going into higher and holier territories. The best and most

effective strategy to fight against it, is adopting the quality of water: contrition and humility.
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